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Christmas Eve 
My little sister wanted a bike. 
She'll find it in the morning. 
(Santa Claus came.) 
I wanted a sewing machine and I got it. 
They (nuns, relatives, all of them) 
told me -sometimes sincerely- 
that it wasn't presents it's God's birthday 
Some one else said 
(I was younger then) 
that if you didn't believe in Santa 
he wouldn't bring you anything, 
but I got my present, didn't I? 
I wonder what happens 
if you don't believe in god? 
-Mary Rita Cooper 
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—Jon Coniglio 
Indifferent Lover 
Past dusk 
When the wind's strength 
Is more than quiet 
Caressing each part of my body 
Indifferently 
Moving on to its next lover 
Instantly 
Not caring but a moment for its victim. 
Wind holding me tighter than a man 
Sexless 
But an unknown feeling 
Of a gentle touch 
Soft persuasiveness 
And sudden attack 
Creating chaos out of peace 
Restoring me to quietude as quickly as it came. 
Wind playing in my hair 
As never a lover has 
More tender, more dear; knowing more 
Than any human hand 
About each curve 
Each line 
Non-committal in its touch 
And glancing everywhere 
With its fingered protrusions 
Almost to my marrow-- 
Moving through my clothing 
To kiss and chill. 
—Evelyn E. Sullivan 
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—Jon Coniglio 
Sagittarian Shadow 
A candle on the floor 
Lit Thompson on the bed 
Playing his guitar, 
And sent a shadow spread 
'Cross the ceiling and the wall. 
A gentle man attune 
Went picking all along 
Bent over flicker'd flame, 
While the shadow on the wall 
A crossbowed man became. 
A hunter or an outlaw 
On a hill or in a tree, 
He sat there well armed, 
Waiting 
With.a crossbow on his knee. 
And Thompson went on playing 
Unaware of who behind, 
While the bow man 
Scarcely breathing 
Held his weapon cocked, inclined, 
Unaimed and calmly waiting. 
The doe she never came 
Nor the sheriff's men arrived, 
But the bow man 
Up and left his post 
When Thompson turned aside. 
R. Frank Landis 
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Blind Pew 
Louella 
is a patient cow 
who loves me. 
And insofaras she is easy 
and comfortable 
and good 
And all those churchy things 
I love her. 
She makes it very easy 
and everything is so right 
and good, you know . . 
real good. 
And we can never talk about anything 
far out 
Just about making babies and eating food 
Which God has blessed to nourish and strengthen our bodies 
as the expression goes. 
She's all so damned comfortable 
and tearfully smug in her innocence. 
There would never be any passion in balling 
but some heavy thrusting 
in some quick passes at pregnancy 
and big babies. 
And do I love her— 
insofaras she is easy. 
—David Stevens 
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"Lola" 	 —Lin Clark 
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It's In The Beans 
You said for me to write a story about my life, WS. Williams. Well, if there's one 
thing I know about it's my life. You don't know about my life though. You probably 
know about Sally Abram's life. You're always talking with her about a tea or asking her 
how her mother is, but you don't give a damn about my mother. But that's all right, Mrs. 
Williams, I'll tell you about her anyway. I started to write about my family on a beautiful 
vacation in Florida, but you'd know it was a lie and I'd know that you knew; but we'd 
both pretend that we didn't know. Just like when Jimmy Johnson said that he had lost 
his book report; and we knew that he didn't, and you knew; but you pretended that you 
didn't. Oh well you'll probably throw this theme away anyway or show it to the principal 
and get me in trouble. I've already used some words you won't approve of but I don't feel 
like reading it again to mark them out. Who cares anyway. I sure don't. 
I'm sitting behind the oil stove now, that's where I always sit. It's the warmest 
place and I can see and hear everything from here. Katie, that's my mama, is sitting at the 
table across from me. Her hair is long and straight— the roots are beginning to show. She 
can't afford any hair coloring this week because David had to have some new shoes. David 
is my brother. He's a year behind me at school so you probably don't know him because 
he doesn't cause any trouble. Mama is sitting at the table waiting for Daddy. I can tell 
she's nervous because it's getting late. She's tracing the design of a strawberry on the oil 
cloth. That's fun to do sometimes when you want to think. Mama's pretty though. Her 
eyes are clear and blue and her skin is clear and Mama says what she thinks it doesn't 
matter who she's talking to. One time she told the preacher that what poor people needed 
was jobs and better houses not a sermon three times a week. 
Mama's getting a little uneasy now. It's after twelve and if she sees me she'll 
make me go to bed. She's making some coffee because it's going to be a long wait for 
Daddy. The smell of the coffee is floating over the kitchen like a light fog. Coffee is one 
of my favorite things because it is warm and it smells like it tastes. You know what you're 
getting before you taste it. Life iS like that too I suppose. Some people know what their 
life is going to be like before they live it. I guess I know what my life is going to be like 
but I wish I didn't. I very seldom think about it anyway. 
If Daddy doesn't come in a little while, Mama will probably go to look for him. 
Either way there's going to be a fight. Mama will accuse Daddy of wasting all the money 
on whiskey and pool; and Daddy says something about he's tied down and if she doesn't 
quit fussing and nagging that he's going to leave for good. Mama comes back with we'd be 
better off on welfare anyway. Daddy never argues after this. Mama is right but it hurts 
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Daddy to admit it. So they usually go to bed and forget it. After a fight Daddy acts as if 
nothing has happened. The next morning he pulls me up and holds me above his 
shoulders until I scream. I act like I'm afraid he'll drop me, but I know he won't. He plays 
with Davy too and pulls the cowlick that causes Davy's hair to grow out in a thousand 
different directions. But Mama is quiet in the morning after a fuss. She's thinking about 
the light bill or the school shoes or a piece of meat for Sunday dinner. 
Mama is quiet now sitting by the table and drinking her coffee. She holds her 
little finger up when she raises her cup. Mama is worried because Daddy is usually never 
this late. I can tell she's worried because the wrinkles on her forehead have formed a deep 
crease which makes her look vacant and far away. She sometimes looks like that when she 
reads the books I bring home from the library. I saved my money and bought her a book 
of poems for Christmas. It was a paperback book. She said she loved it and it was the best 
gift that she got. 
Mama is getting up now and rinsing her cup. She never leaves dirty dishes over 
night. Mama's going to bed now. I guess she's tired of waiting. She didn't see me so I 
guess I'll wait here for a while until she gets to sleep then I'll slip into bed. I wonder 
where Daddy is and I wonder if there'll be a fuss in the morning before breakfast; and I 
wonder why I wrote this damn theme when I'll never turn it in anyway; and I wonder 
why you don't know my mother when you know Sally Abram's mother. Oh, hell, 
—Alice Hedgcroff 
Let me envelop you 
In complete darkness 
And produce you 
Cold and moist. 
Would you hear me 
Among'st the odd naturals, 
A unique cricket? 
Or lose me in the noise. 
—Cranford Vance 
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—Sue Anderson 
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--Poarns 
Worship 
When almost stumbling she yet manages 
To step and keep her balance on the long stones, 
And lifts her fine-struck head, her eyes a blaze 
Of kept grace out of a store of mysteries 
Like nothing I could have believed in once, 
Does she know how the homage in an earth's obeisance 
Becomes in her lover's gaze 
Burning of rosaries? 
—Doug Paschall 
At Twenty-five 
He had no fear of death (though 
he thought about it some) and none 
of doubt -- disbelief not being one 
of those things that worry you — 
but he itched in discontent when 
he guessed he wasn't living free 
or rich or famed or variously 
enough, but since he'd no clear plan 
the itch spread, and time was breath 
exhaled to a world oblivious, 
until the doubt became infectious, 
and caused him fear, and a kind of death. 
—Doug Paschall 
A Minute 
for Boris Pasternak 
It took a blind moon 
To bring out the red night: 
A Lenin who wrote 
With the veins of history; 
A Stalin who lived 
On the ink in his heart. 
The sun (on the other hand) 
Will ring itself blind 
In dripping yellow ash. 
Adrien Boyer 
Our rage floats away weeping 
In the slow minute we died there 
Together: 
Left in the redsplattered weather 
Like sandbags in damp sun 
To dry. 
—Bob West 
As If It Were Yesterday 
The young boy tossed in his bed unable to remove the thoughts from his mind. 
He put the pillow over his face hoping that the image of what he was thinking would be 
drowned as the darkness covered his face. It did no good, the same thing kept coming 
back to haunt him. The perspiration had soaked his sheets and he whimpered beneath 
them, "No, no, I don't believe it; go away, stop. Sick, I feel nauseous." It was the dream, 
the same one that had appeared ever since the boy could remember. It was always the 
same. 
Somehow the dream always came on a Sunday when the world seemed at peace 
and the boy himself usually had a quiet pleasant day. Then night would come and with it 
supposed sleep, but instead it would bring the nightmare. The boy would be in an 
elevator riding high above the city looking down at the people, the problems, just feeling 
an inner tranquility, a utopian feeling that all was right with the world. Suddenly, the 
elevator shaft would start to shake the boy would look up and see the cable start to 
shread and then it would break. The car would drop down down, nothing could stop it 
the boy's stomach felt as if he were on a giant roller coaster that just went down a never 
ending slope to doom. Then he would wake up and remember, "they say if you see 
yourself die in a dream you are really dead. I never really see the end, just that strange 
feeling." His mind would ease and escape again in the empty unthinking world of sleep. 
********************************************* 
It was Saturday in July, one of those muggy days where the sun does its best to 
keep itself to a small number of personal appearances. One of those gloomy days that 
gives everyone a feeling of depression. As Jason approached the door he was thinking of 
the gloom of the day and was glad that night had fallen to ease the heat and depression. 
He entered the house with his mind still drifting but he awoke into the world of reality 
by the voice of his grandmother shouting, "Someone's been shot, murdered, maimed, 
something. At the place down at the place." Jason looked up at her undaunted by her 
screams and flailing hands as she was a very excitable woman and usually got things 
confused. 
He walked over to the refrigerator and poured himself a glass of milk and said 
"Who is shot and what is shot? Is someone shot in the ass from drinking too much?" She 
told him that she had called the place to tell the folks to bring some groceries home and 
there was a strange voice on the phone who would not let her speak to anyone. "That's it, 
that's the whole story? Someone is always getting shot down there, it is part of our life in 
the city. Calm down it is probably nothing." His grandmother insisted there was trouble. 
"Alright," he said, "If it makes you feel better I will give a call and check everything 
out." Jason dialed the number . . . 
At the store, it was a usual Saturday night. Sam was in the back cleaning up and 
helping the last of the customers find the answer to their stomach's desire. His wife was 
up front filling out the books for the week and waiting for the last of the shoppers to 
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leave. She wanted to go home and rest. Her mind was shattered from the things she was 
doing by a loud noise and a sharp burning sensation in her thigh. As she looked down at 
the blood gushing from her leg, she heard her husband running from the back. Her first 
thought was to let him know that she was alright. 
No good, Sam saw two men with guns and he saw one shoot his with. He ran up 
to help her. As he was running he grabbed a can in desperation and threw it at one of the 
men. The man ducked out of the way of the flying object and shot and hit. Sam in the 
temple. He fell, bleeding, to the floor . . . 
The phone was ringing someone on the other end said "hello." This made the 
boy feel uneasy for the phone was always answered "Hello Sam's." Furthermore, the 
voice was strange. 
Let me speak to Sam please 
Who wants to know? 
It is one of his sons. 
How old are you boy? 
I am sixteen, why? 
You are old enough to know. Your father has been shot. He is dead. 
The phone fell from his hand. He did not hear his grandmother yelling in the 
background. All the images turned black and the boy was in a room all alone. It seemed 
as if he were in an echo chamber with words resounding off the walls, "your father is 
dead, your father is dead, your father is dead." 
********************************************** 
The young man lay in bed looking up at the ceiling listening to the sounds of the 
traffic outside his window. His mind wandered thinking of his years in college and his life 
since he was really old enough to understand. He thought, "the sixties now there were 
some terrible years. Man has come so far just to show the world he is the animal that he 
started out to be." He turned over and shut his eyes but sleep would still not come. He 
looked up at the ceiling again and spoke softly, "The seventies they will be better. Yet, 
that's what everybody said. Bull!! Vietnam, the war to end all what? Spring time it sure 
was great. Yes sir the time when the National Guard does a special kind of hunting. The 
time when the cops turn over their badges and do the billy club rag on somebody's head. 
Kent State, Jackson state sure shows the American way of handling things. Damn is this a 
screwed up country." 
The man got out of bed and started to pace, "No way man, no way anybody can 
sleep in this country. People starving and we build more bombs. Bet that J. Edgar sleeps a 
lot better knowing we now have overkill ten times while the dirty oki Russians have 
overkill only nine. God bless America." The more he thought the more frustrated he 
became. He kicked doors pounded his fist and just kept shaking his head, "Why Why?" 
Finally he wore himself out and literally jumped back in bed. He hoped that 
sleep would come. As his mind faded into complete blankness, he saw, beside a milky 
stream of water, an old and wrinkled woman with a bit of blood running down her lip. 
She carried on her back a large sack which contorted her body and caused her great pain 
as it forced the blood from her insides. 
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—Talle 
Someday We All Will Chant 
MONDAY 
A little man came into the kitchen tonight. 
We were busy mixing drinks for the lady's party. 
His wife sends him there when he fills his pipe. 
She doesn't want him to spill tobacco on rugs. 
He smiled, not sheepishly either, when he told us. 
and we offered him a drink, which he took. 
He came into the den while we were watching T.V. 
He was on his way back from the bathroom 
and stopped in when he heard up laughing. 
He told us what program we were watching 
and asked us which character we liked best 
but we didn't know; we hadn't really been watching. 
He asked us if we'd seen the western that just went off 
but we hadn't; we'd been busy talking. 
He smoked his pipe with us a while 
and then he went back to the party. 
I think he watches T.V. a lot. 
TUESDAY 
We found an old house 
(on High Street) 
with curved windows 
(the house curved and so the windows did too.) 
and the doors inside the antechamber 
were wooden and heavy 
with intricate carvings 
similar to the wood above the bar 
and on the staircase 
and the mantle. 
The porch surrounded two sides of the house 
and the walks of the garden 
were lined with ivy. 
The grass was a carpet 
in which we barely saw our ankles. 
After we got inside, 
(the left side door could be opened 
by putting a hand through the missing window) 
we saw the starlight through the windows 
(but not the stained glass ones in the turret.) 
When we stepped over the pile of bricks 
(that were once a chimney) 
we could also see stars 
where the roof once was 
(the men return tomorrow 
to finish their job.) 
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WEDNESDAY 
ashtrays, bed, hat, books, clock, 
keys, matches, candles, shoes, curlers, 
clothes, cards, incense, holder, television, 
papers, dishes, bells, bracelets, cigarettes. . 
the accumulations of my life, 
adjectives: I have no need of them. 
Thursday 
It's raining outside and it's the kind of day when you should stay indoors 
and if you did you could hear the television in one room and a radio in 
another and wet clothes would be hanging on chairs and even though all the 
lights might be on it would still be dark and everything you touch would be 
damp and you could hear the rain keep falling so you go outside to get away 
from the noise and clutter of the inside and you walk and all the cars that go 
by are blah dull colors and they stir up a gray spray of tiny drops of water 
on the street as they go by you and the rain is cold and wet and maybe you 
go inside to get away from the rain but it doesn't do any good because the 
rain is inside you and so you keep walking and the rain is still falling no 
matter where you go and it makes you feel far away from anything you want 
to be close to and you wish that there was someone walking with you but of 
course there isn't and the rain is falling and is cold and wet and you can't 
even feel it anymore so you go back to the television and the radio and wet 
clothes and dark damp rooms and all the time you keep thinking that the 
sun has got to be shining somewhere and you wish you were there but you 
aren't. 
FRIDAY 
Counted, significant dots 
converge 
and a man 
walks across a screen 
—Mary Rita Cooper 
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"Madonna" 	
—Theodora Makres 
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bricks in old buildings 
Where to one cumther 
.Is na.s( 	 butterflies 
Per 1//H ski' 
:S'ecking adhesion 
--Tom ( 
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The Other One Was Medium Mean Lookin' 
I was thinking about writing a story and making it bleed. One of 
those tremendous creation jobs, where the hero rises from the bottom to the 
top through a fantastic barrage of emotions. I was going to have him literally 
panting and slobbering all over the page in a mad rush for success and happy 
existence— the kind of guy that makes readers say "Gosh golly-gee Whiz!" 
"Boy I wish I was him." Then I was going to drop him like a hawk, and have 
him leaning on his haunches against the side of Atlas Paper Box during rush 
hour, looking across the street at a dog whose only concern was just what 
particular spot he was going to bed down on next. Then I was going to have 
that guy say, "I wish I was that dog." --- Then I was going to have a sudden 
recognition, because the man had finally said what was truly in his heart, he 
was going to be transcended to an angel and see the dog as the Shep he had 
lost as a child. At the same time the dog was going to look up and view the 
man as a Christmas chicken, and they were going to go rushing madly 
towards one another and be killed in the middle of the street by a Holsom 
Bread Truck. But I figured, who needs another tragedy? So I've decided to 
write about the guy who drives the Holsum Bread Truck. But now I don't 
think I'll even do that, because I'm a writer and I can do what I 
please—besides, that character is the most brazen "banty" rooster I ever met 
— who, once when being introduced to two city patrolmen, saddled up to the 
ugliest one and said, "May I be the first to inform you that your wife is a 
whore?" -- and he reminds me of a poem by Ted Hughes about a hawk, one 
line of which goes, "My manners are tearing off heads." --- so I think I'll 
keep things like this. 
—Naman Crowe 
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Time 
I wait until the long sleepy day 
Consumes night and the sleepless 
Night releaves day, tick, tick, tick, 
Tick, tick, tick, tick, I wait. 
I wait for a reaction to an 
Action made not overt but 
Subtly sweet, tick, tick, tick, 
Tick, tick, tick, I wait. 
I wait while time is a figment 
Of man's imagination and 
Today is the father of 
Yesterday, and the embryo of 
Tomorrow, tick, tick, tick, tick, 
Tick, tick, I wait. 
I wait while by blood confronts 
My skin, while my veins play 
Desparately on my thoughts, tick, 
Tick, tick, I wait. 
I wait 'til my God and your 
God decides which God to 
Serve, tick, tick, I wait. 
I wait while Big Ben smiles 
At me, for he alone knows 
My thoughts, tick, tick, I wait, 
Tick, I wait. 
I call down my mind to 
Comfort me, but no one answers 
So I wait, tick, tick, I wait. 
—Ernest Varner 
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boyer, 
jr. 
Then you and I went to the woods 
to watch the Fall, 
We left with light hearts 
into the overwhelming darkness 
of the Forest, 
And we were helpless. 
So we viewed the dying 
with a clinical eye, 
And actually thought we were aloof. 
Then the dry weeds passively parted, 
And we too partook of the death. 
There was no lust, no drive, 
no passion in the Act, 
Just motion without meaning, 
not really a climatic event at all. 
Afterwards the life oozed from us 
onto the dry mat of the Forest. 
No word was uttered save the word 
that beckoned us back to them. 
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Those of you that have followed us, 
Pity us, 
For we are cooly aware of 
of our existence, 
And it was not life 
that oozed from us, 
But dust. 
—Bob Hobgood 
Where Thieves Break Thru And Steal 
People 
People 
There aren't enough people 
a chasm lies between 
what you want 
and 
what you are 
"Our Father which art in heaven 
hallowed be thy name...." 
People 
There aren't enough people 
a spasm lies between 
what I want 
and 
what I need 
"Thy kingdom come 
thy will be done...." 
Looking thru the broken window pane 
I saw a train 
plowing its way thru the broken world 
and I did not want to be a part of it 
O Father 
I did not want to be a part of it 
for it was going to the Dead Land 
"In earth as it is 
in heaven...." 
"People" 
she screamed 
"There aren't enough people" 
"Give us this day 
our daily bread...." 
People 
pieces of peace 
murders in the alley 
justice blinded by a poker 
red in the black of Man's castle 
in the back of my mind 
mail-scars 
sunshine on wet leaves 
and bloody hair 
matted 
drying to conceal the maggots 
pieces of peace 
tease me when I close my eyes 
"And forgive us our debts, 
as we forgive out debtors...." 
My possessions 
obsess me 
Is there no relief 
from having to hold? 
Why am I so afraid? 
"And lead us not into temptation, 
But deliver us from evil....?" 
People 
there are gangsters in my mind 
People 
there aren't enough 
to hold inside 
without feeling empty 
"For thine is the kingdom, 
and the power, 
and the glory, 
forever, Amen." 
Loving is killing me 
Loving is killing 
Loving is 
—Jack Turner 
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Season Of Darkness 
Night is growing: 
up through frozen mud 
splintering breaths 
of new-made ice, 
up from roots 
to the edges 
of yellowing blades; 
up, up past the drift 
of aimless, dying leaves, 
up between my toes 
to where my face 
is blinded by sunlight. 
who will come? 
who will creak the stair 
in urgency or stealth? 
I will hear them 
and prepare. 
Somewhere beneath me 
night is growing: 
shadows stone-cold 
have frozen colors 
too mellow to move, 
turns and twists 
of welded steel 
like frozen screams 
yield, yield 
to the infant fingers 
stretching darkly 
upward over slanting light. 
and if I wait 
will someone come 
unmoved by cold, 
untouched by night? 
Night is eager 
to be borne: 
streetlights hum, 
shadows grimly pressed 
almost to breaking 
groan under its weight. 
Who will come 
to bear the darkness, 
to break the spectre 
of frozen colors? 
Who will lift 
the night above the clouds? 
The sound of the silence 
Of the vacuum broken 
Hissing away existence, 
Settling the metaphysical mirages 
Into the crack 
That was the vacuum 
For which no broom existed. 
—Tom Conway 
Eke out your lives 
In little black boxes 
With little black rooms, 
And no doors. 
The black walls slide 
On black rollers, 
But the boxes 
Never move. 
Only zebras escape. 
--Ann York 
—Bo Robinson 
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THE SLEEPING GIRL touched me. 
soft-like as a succubus in a place 
of dreams at the same location of children 
yet asleep; ground-soil. 
awake! 
and cry 
and sleep, 
again to be touched 
while yet asleep, 
huddling as for ages 
of years long past 
and to go; as those asleep 
She climbs and reaches past sleep 
to take my beard 
and run fast to 
the warm sea that is beyond the eyes of those 
by whom I sleep beside, 
my father, 
and his, 
and his, and those who by name 
I have not heard. 
She goes beyond them and keeps with them. 
turning my eyes to dark, to day, and 
Back to the dark 
where all days 
and darks 
move in spheres; 
a ghost of dreams that bare son-born from the leg of Abraham 
and touched at the heart 
by the eyes of Cain. 
all-bone, 
all-fields, 
Holding in the mud flesh, she runs, and for that 
run breaks a wheel on the dark wagon. 
—Ed Lindbergh 
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—Pat Bales "Saturday Sixty-nine" 
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The Cyclops 
Annie walked over to the window once more to see if she saw Martin coming up 
the sidewalk, but the confirmation she wanted was not there. The sidewalk was empty. 
The wall clock taunted her and she hated it for that, but she knew that it was truthful. 
Martin would not be home tonight. He had probably been arrested so she would just have 
to sit and wait for his call. This was it, she could not take anymore. She had tried to talk 
to him but he would never listen. Tonight, however, she would force him to make a 
decision because she wanted out. 
Annie sat back down and waited. She switched the light off for lack of 
something to do with her hands, so that except for one small lamp she sat in darkness 
watching the curtains dance deathly against the cold air of night. The outline of a tree in 
the distance coaxed her to the window once more but again she found that she had been 
tricked. Martin was not there. 
Again she waited, lit another cigarette, and sat watching the smoke from the 
cigarette by the the light of the lamp. As usual her eyes rested on the snapshot of Martin 
that she had placed on the table next to her. It had been taken when Martin was younger, 
and the background showed part of the name of the restaurant at which they had both 
worked, The Bardolph. She had tried to cut the lettering off without destroying the shot, 
but she had been no more successful in cutting the letters away than she had been in 
cutting the memory of that place out of her mind. But then how could she? That was 
where she had met her husband. 
At fifteen, after her aunt died, she found herself in Bristol with twenty dollars 
and a job at The Bardolph as part of the kitchen help. And by the time Martin came along 
she needed help. Martin Jackson was her knight in bright shining armor. He was a student 
at an adult education center and got a job at the restaurant during the day. Right away 
you could see that Martin was different from anyone else. He carried his head higher and 
he worked harder. And he had a look about him that kept everyone at a distance, but still 
he always had a smile for Annie. Like she was something special, he made her feel like she 
was a woman. 
He started taking her out on Saturdays after work. They would walk down to a 
show then he would walk her all the way back to her apartment. It was the walks that 
Annie liked best because she felt so proud walking next to him. And she liked listening to 
him. Maybe he bragged a lot about the things he was going to do, but he was bragging to 
her, and somehow that made her feel important. They began spending their Sundays 
together and the weeks grew into months and then one summer night in the park he 
asked her not to go home. He said he loved her. 
During this first year it was Annie more than anyone else who noticed the 
change in Martin. It all started when a white man was advanced ahead of him, when 
Martin was clearly in line for promotion. Not that there was a great deal of prestige in the 
job, but the salary was higher. But what really bothered him, even more than Annie was 
aware of, was that the white man had been given a monogramed navy blue jacket to wear 
instead of the white that was usual for all kitchen personnel. Martin became sullen and 
quick tempered. And on their Saturday dates Annie had to content herself with listening 
to Martin curse the restaurant and every white man in it. 
With Martin's growing hate for the whites, it was his friendship with a white man 
that got him on the wrong side of the manager. His name was Winston Jaffe, III, one of 
The Bardolph's best patrons, and it was not unusual for them to stand out front talking 
for fifteen minutes at a time. If there was anything the manager didn't like it was having 
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too many Blacks in his restaurant and what he really didn't like was having one of them 
being friendly with a patron who even looked down on him. That was what lit the fuse. It 
finally blew up one day when the manager stuck a mop in his face and told him to clean 
up some milk that he himself had spilled. 
When the police arrived the manager was unconscious and Martin was gone. 
Annie did not see him again for two months. Then late one night he knocked at her door. 
When she opened it he was standing there grinning, wearing a new suit. He flashed an 
impressive roll of bills before her and held a bottle of wine bearing a name that she 
recognized as one of the most expensive sold at The Bardolph. He told her that 
everything had been taken care of, and that he had gotten another job and was making 
three times as much money as he had been making at the restaurant. He also mentioned 
that he had dropped out of school because his new job didn't require a diploma. Annie 
was terribly excited and happy, but also a little hesitant about accepting such good news. 
She wanted to know what kind of job it was but he silenced her questions by producing a 
ring that stunned her into disbelief. She started crying and acting silly and she wasn't at 
all sure whether it was the wine or the reality that was affecting her that way. Whichever, 
when her head cleared she was married and living with Martin in an apartment on the 
other side of town. 
Still Martin had not explained to Annie exactly what it was that he did in his 
work. Somehow he kept evading the subject. Once he lied to her about working in a local 
factory, but it was not long before the whole thing blew up in both of their faces. Martin 
got arrested. He had been late getting home before, but one night he did not get home at 
all. That night, like tonight, she had sat in darkness waiting for him. When finally he did 
phone, without explanation he gave her a number to call. He told her to ask for "the man 
who handled things," and he told her to tell the man that he had been picked up. Annie 
had dialed that number nervously hesitating at each figure, not knowing whether she was 
helping or hurting her husband. The voice that answered on the other end was the voice 
of a young man with sort of a northern accent, and she could tell that he was white. After 
she delivered the message, the man hung up before she could ask him any questions. 
When Martin got home at around noon the next day he found her sitting in the chair that 
she had occupied all that night. She said simply, "Martin, tell me." 
After Martin told her, she still couldn't believe it. The only thing she knew about 
the numbers was that her aunt used to play them, put pennies on them, and some man 
would pick them up twice a day. Somehow her aunt could tell if she had "hit" by 
checking the newspaper or making a phone call. Once the police had questioned her. Now 
her Martin was the man who picked up the numbers. They argued incessantly that 
evening, and they argued until Martin left the next morning, and when he returned the 
next evening they fought about it. She kept screaming, "finish school and get a decent 
job," and his response was that no such dreams existed for a black man. That phase of the 
conflict ended when Martin used the restaurant as a good illustration of what the black 
man had to contend with. Annie gave in realizing that she couldn't argue with him 
forever. She knew what the alternative was but she didn't want to leave him, so she told 
him she would try to see things his way. He was arrested two times that year. 
In the months that followed; Annie noticed a new change had come over Martin. 
He was jumpy a lot of the time and when he was at home with Annie argued about 
any little thing and everything punctuating harsh remarks with "I'm sorry," He was 
worried because "the man who handled things" had been putting pressure on him. Since 
Martin would never go into any detail about the operation of the racket, this was another 
thing that Annie wondered about. "The man who handled things" was a puzzle to her in 
that her only contact with him had been the phone calls to inform him that Martin had 
been picked up. Once though, she had sat in the car in front of his apartment building 
while Martin had gone up to speak with him, but except for that she did not know him at 
all. 
Then something happened which made Annie just as edgy as Martin had been. 
She became pregnant. She had wanted to try again at getting him to try some other job, 
but she knew that in his present state it would not have been wise. She also knew that she 
wouldn't be able to keep the pregnancy from him but she still did not like the idea of 
raising a child who might be influenced by the kind of life his father led. The night she 
finally decided to tell Martin that she was pregnant he did not come home. He phoned to 
say he would be in jail for two months. 
It was really not until Martin was in jail for those two months that Annie 
realized just how serious this business was, and just how deeply involved Martin was. 
They had sentenced him this time because he had been carrying a gun. This was what 
they had discussed for those two months during visiting hours on Sunday afternoons. 
This was an entirely different scene for her and it took some getting used to. She would 
go early because there was always a crowd of visitors waiting in back of the jail and 
sometimes all of the people weren't allowed to enter. These people were both black and 
white, but they cared very little about touching each other as they bunched into the 
narrow entry. Most of the people looked like members of the lower class but there were 
some exceptions. Some looked down on the others as if there could exist some caste 
system among relatives of criminals. Annie had felt that way at first. She had thought 
that she was somehow much better than they were, but after several visits she realized 
that she had too much in common with the others. When there were new faces in the 
Sunday crowd she could tell that they were going through that same stage, but they too 
soon descended from that plane. 
The people all stood holding brown paper bags in which were the few things that 
prisoners were allowed to have, and each paper bag had a name on it. Annie looked down 
at the bag she carried and read the name, Martin Jackson. At one o'clock the policemen 
would open the door to the cage and let the visitors in. The people would always rush in, 
pushing and shoving as if it were a pleasant place. Inside the door was a small room large 
enough for only about fifteen people. The floor was dirty and the walls seemed to be 
made of some type of clay that made the room look as if it were buried in the ground. 
There were only two windows which were barred so that much of the sun's light was 
obscured. Here was where the visitors deposited the paper bags to be searched and 
distributed by the jailer. Here also, the bunch of people was broken down and the visitors 
marched single file into a smaller enclosure to be searched. The policewomen were like 
men and they left no stone unturned. They checked under hair pieces, and purses were 
taken as well as wrist watches and pins and necklaces. From the place of the search Annie 
would climb spirals of stairs until she reached the level where Martin was. The initial 
exchanges were always pleasant, but there was little change in the way each visit ended. 
Each Sunday they discussed their situation in whispers of anger until finally Martin 
admitted that he had no choice in the matter. He could not get out because they would 
not let him. 
In desperation, Annie thought she might accomplish something if she went to 
see the man who handles things whom she had long since just referred to as "the man." 
She was not sure what apartment he was in but she remembered the building, so she went 
there with the hope that one of the names on the mailboxes might sound familiar. 
Nothing seemed to ring a bell until she came across the box marked Winston Jaffe, III, 
and then the pieces of the puzzle started falling into place. The man had been Winston 
Jaffe, the man at The Bardolph, and the man who handled things. Nervously she walked 
up to his floor and rang the bell. He answered looking as if he were preparing to go out. 
"Yes," he said. He didn't recognize her but then she really had not expected him to. She 
had been prepared to beg him to release Martin from whatever ties there were, but she 
only mumbled some inconsistent jibberish while the white mankept looking at his watch. 
At last he told her that he really didn't have time for what she had to say, and he couldn't 
see her point in coming there. He added that he was in a big hurry. In total, he had been 
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as undramatic as she had been dramatic, and he ended the encounter by telling her that if 
she would be a good girl and run along, he would try to forget that she had disturbed 
him. 
The ring of the telephone shocked Annie back into the present and without 
thinking she looked up at the clock which grinned 12:30. It was a man's voice, he said he 
was a friend of her husband. Then he was speaking incoherently. Annie was able to piece 
together a sentence which said that Martin had been chased by the police to his house. A 
conglomeration of noises in the background made it even harder for her to understand 	  
until the recognition of two words caused her to drop the telephone to the floor. Those 
two words, were Martin, killed. 
Annie dropped to the floor in disbelief in a state of insane screaming which 
turned into laughter and then into sobbing. Then as suddenly, the crying subsided and she 
stumbled in the dark to her dresser in which a small gun had been kept for her protection. 
Without getting her coat she rushed into the chilly night air carrying only her car key. 
The drive which had taken her a half an hour some weeks before was completed in 
minutes this time as she sped to Jaffe's apartment building, and this time she knew 
exactly which bell to ring. She regained composure as she waited for him to answer the 
door, and the gun which had been in her pocket wasnowin her hand. When finally Jaffe 
opened the door, half asleep, she showed him the same courtesy that he had shown her all 
those times she had called him to report that Martin had been arrested. Before he could 
utter a word, she fired the gun and watched him fall as dead weight onto the carpet. 
Annie stood for several seconds watching him die, then carefully she stepped 
over his body into the room. Crying once more she walked over to the window to see if 
Martin was coming up the sidewalk. He was not there. Slowly Annie pressed the gun to 
her head as the night looked on through one eye. 
—Edna Varner 
I think of you 
Sometimes 
Where you are 
In pieces 
Waiting 
To be forgot. 
Should I 
Have unhidden you 
Completely 
You would make a straight line. 
But, 
I rather 
You exist 
In spots. 
—Cranford Vance 
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"The Prostitute's a Lady" 
—Cheryl Hyleman 
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Written On The Back 
Of A Camel Carton 
I sit here reading Ferlinghetti 
"Nixon oh Nixon" damn what 
a state we're in 
Brown seats stare me 
in the eye 
they're mean, all alike 
in a dirty bus station 
Some man is harping 
like a mechanical 
duck 
People begin to leave 
I'm trying to read 
thinking about America 
Listening to the cries 
of her people 
Seeing her tears. 
It's only a drunk 
across 
Pissing on the Floor. 
—Bill Landry  
Yesterday 
I found a child 
Splattering 
Many-colored vegetable dyes 
All over 
A roll of paper towels. 
He said, 
"It is Autumn." 
--Mark W. Peterson 
Coffee, 
freeze-dried. 
toast, 
browning. 
daylight drowning 
thoughts of sleep 
and dreams; 
Morning comes 
stumbling 
over last night's toys 
with paper boys 
more regular than 
sunrises. 
—Mike Mahn 
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A Letter From Vietnam 
Roger and All, 
It was a morning in early june, at approximately one-thirty. i was under the in-
fluence of maxatone. i had returned from singapore a week earlier, and in a way, felt that 
the five months between myself and permanent departure from vietnam was not such a 
long time to bear. 
i was with these two other guys, one a close vietnam friend, Jon; and the other, a 
smoking acquaintance, dick. we had been to the cafeteria, and had smoked on the way 
and smoked on the way back. jon and dick were not speeding, as i was, which makes me 
rather certain that what i saw i would have seen straight, crooked or upsidedown. i shall 
not forget four minutes: 
some dramatic title 
`dropped our cigarette, and the three of us were driving a military machine 
because jon had bought a newsweek that day, and it had had a picture of this complicated 
war mechanism. i was left flank rudder, jon was mainstay, and dick was the figure head 
bow. half way up the longstreet to the barracks: 
to our far left the bomb hit. the red ball of fire rolled upward. as it climbed there was no 
sound, i reckoned that the earth shook, but may have been wrong, and the red ball went 
on up, and the world was quiet because it was then that it hit me, as the mushroom 
bubbled, that it was the end, and then the whole horizon turned a tragic red, and the 
smoke and the smoke ring, and i vaguely wondered if it had hit in hanoi, or some other 
portion of vietnam, or somewhere out in the pacific. 
it maybe took five seconds .. . our war machine stopped dead . .. all games ended . . . to 
see it and to realize what had happened . . . 
"IT'S NUCLEAR," is said or screamed. "let's go," said jon, and we were running to find 
ourselves a proper grave. we ran, probably all of us yelling forgotten things to each other, 
and jon led us to a drainage creek, and i was just following, already resigned to what had 
happened and the white house playing on my brain, if i remember correctly, though the 
only thing I'm sure i thought was that the end had come, and i had to go thru barbed wire 
fence and tore my leg and lost my glasses and cigarettes on trip thru. we were running 
from the shock wave we knew had to come. how crazy! down in the ditch stream, we 
were churning our way up midstream in the muddy water, dick saying, "it's the end" and 
me saying "it's the end," and jon just running. in the ditch, i thought for one instant 
about home and family, and the war which was probably there, but resigned myself to 
the fact 'that things were over and all that was left was the facing of my own death. i 
stopped in the ditch and yelled, "we've got to get ourselves together and be sane." jon 
and dick stopped going up creek and jon said, "okay, let's go back to the barracks" in the 
tone and manner of a man. the shock wave was still coming, and that's what had us most 
scared .. . "it had to hit a long way off," i observed, not calmly, as we mounted the side 
of the ditch and went back thru fence. mud up to our ass . . . the barracks was another 
two hundred yards from there and that is where we ran and right outside the entrance to 
the barracks area, there was the air policeman and we noticed that the siren was blowing, 
as it does during normal attacks, and as we ran by, the a. p. yelled at us, telling us to get 
down, and i said, "IT'S NUCLEAR," and he just said "get down" again. 
dick left jon and myself here, because he told us later he wanted to die in his own 
barracks, people were falling, sleepy-eyed, out of bed as if under normal rocket attack, 
and ion and i went charging in, saying, "IT'S NUCLEAR . . . IT'S THE END . . . I AIN'T 
KID DING YOU . .. YOU BETTER GET READY FOR THE SHOCK WAVE, BECAUSE 
IT'S COMING .. . !", and then jon cut out for his own barracks without explanation, and 
i kept on saying it's over, and then i put my battle helmet on and pointed my head 
towards where the blast had hit, and still waited and raved for the inevitable shock wave. 
a man named sgt. hicks brought me back from war. he walked by and heard me raving 
and stopped to calm me down, though i told him i didn't need calming and beseeched 
him to believe me, almost begging him to know what i knew. "don't you know it's the, 
end?" i asked him. "just calm down, just calm down," he kept repeating until i finally did. 
"it's just a'rocket that hit an ammunition dump about a quarter of a mile away," he told 
me and i began to see that because of a lack of shock waves, that maybe he was right 
humanity, my loving girdle, we know that he was right and i was wrong. i have a gnawing 
laugh about it now, a witness walk, and a dull glint of hiroshima in my seeing eyes . 
mark 
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—Mitchell 
Clapboard shotguns 	 Preachin out the mouth 
leaning 'gainst the seething sun 	 that cannot hear 
of an Alabama Sunday 
Gravel roads going 
Clapboard people 	 nowhere 
laid to rest 	 red curls of then 
lookin' to the life 	 growin' 
that will not come 	 Into pavement. 
Moms, guns, 
Sons of South 	
—Marilyn Kirkpatrick 
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—Jon Betz 
A Friend, Badly Wounded In Vietnam 
If amputation 
proved to be necessary, 
his mother prayed the lord would take him. 
He did. 
--Doug Paschall 
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A Letter From Brazil 
Hey Jan, 
Chico had to remind me this morning to write. My memories have 
been slipping and Chico only helps a little when he sings"Auld Ang Zion." 
Anyway, I'm in Brazil now. We've been traveling up from Peru for about the 
past two months or so, and I've put five snakes to death. Ritualistic! Chico 
tells me that we can stop in "Reeo Day Janeroo" for a night or two, as we 
pass thru in December, and maybe have a few lusty laughs. I could use a few. 
But I've left out the history. I talked to the mayor Dr. Rio Checo, 
like I said I was going to do, and as it turned out, his name was Chico, and he 
was sick of his harping wife, and so he said we ought to hike up to Del Rio, 
Texas together, where maybe he could find a new life, along with a new 
wife. Tom came with us, but he was still sick with injuries suffered in the 
airplane crash, and we had barely traveled ten days when he laid down in the 
dirt and said, "Piss on Del Rio. I like it here," whereupon he croaked seven 
minutes later. It really tore old Chico up, 'cause, as he told me, he always did 
like mature aviators. So we constructed a pseudo cockpit in which to deposit 
his remains, and laid one of those five dead snakes I was talking about 
around it, said a prayer for him, and pressed on into the wilderness. 
We've been eating coconuts and berri-berris for dinner and supper, 
and for breakfast we generally have smoked ham with poached eggs and red 
eye gravy. It's okay for the wilderness. 
Last week, me and Chico stopped off in this little native town. I 
think Chico would have stayed on there forever if I hadn't have dragged him 
out by the collar. All the native women were running around without 
anything on their chests, and though I thought it was okay, I certainly 
couldn't understand Chico's excitement. He kept running around, after we 
had checked into the village motel, yelling "Skin. Skin. Skin," until I was 
ready to climb the walls. I finally told him that he hadn't seen skin until he 
sees the skin in Del Rio. In the future I will try to avoid indecent exposures, 
for Chico's sake. I think he misses his wife after all. 
Well, there's a panther on our trail, and Chico's saying something 
about how he hopes it's female, so I had better get him on the road. Tell 
everyone that I'm fine and am looking forward to "Reeo." Write soon. 
Love, 
Mark 
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0, child of spring 
Of so few years 
So innocent and true 
0, child of trust 
Of love and beauty 
Love child 
Oh lovely child 
0, child of truth 
0, child of spring 
I killed you. 
--A lice Hedgecroff 
I cannot almost remember 
The touching of you then 
But sometimes 
When I don't mean to 
I forget 
And find myself dreaming 
In a boat, adrift, on the asphalt. 
Painters 
Have long fingers 
Which play on pianos 
Outside the windows 
Of children 
At night 
When it's raining 
And make them dream 
Of trying to get home 
Before the birds 
Eat their bread crumbs up. 
And they make lines 
In the covers 
Where little boys hide 
From the snke 
That are trying to pull them 
Away from their mothers 
Who say it is a nightmare 
But sister knows 
She never loved them 
And hands her fat 
Little brother a bone 
For the witch to feel o 
Then creep back 
Across the ceiling 
On hairy legs 
Where beads of color 
Drip red neon 
Reflections 
In the tears of 
A little drunk man 
Who does smell 
Like gingerbread— 
But never really 
Ever was. 
—Naman Crowe 
—Cranford Vance 
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Emmalee 
Emmalee walks the starless night. 
Low red daddy-moon shines 
like a silver dollar made with pennies 
A few frog friends hop alongside 
like a skittish green mist at her heels. 
"That's how I get my enlighteninent" she says. 
Well 
all of us see these things differently. 
That moon skims along the horizon 
and when it gets directly in front of her 
she walks into it like the mouth of a cave. 
"I'm not having none of that" 
says the biggest frog 
and croaks right there. 
It is different. 
It must be . . . 
and you must learn to understand. 
She is old, 
and her eyes are spoken for. 
Dying 
he smiles as if the others weren't 
around him. 
—Peyton Brien 
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Trix Are For Kids 
The first bell was the devil 
and a witch named Samantha 
And Puffinstuff had found 
something worth looking at in the front yard. 
You feigned fear 
At Winnie the witch 
And Carol from across the street 
Raised her mask and said "It's only me" 
And was sad because you were afraid. 
Four dollars in Mars bars and Coconut crunchies 
And twenty or thirty kids that glow in the dark, 
And then it was over. 
Laughing in front of the tube 
We heard where a man 
gave a kid an apple with 
Razor blades. 
—Roy McClendon 
—June Thomas 
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